
Howard Community College 
Beginning Bellydance 
Written Assignment 

During this course, you are encouraged to expose yourself to as much Middle Eastern 
culture, language, music, and dance as you are able. Opportunities are unfortunately not readily 
available within your area, but should you have the time and means to travel to either DC or 
Baltimore, both cities offer a large and continuous selection of performers and cultural venues. Since 
not everyone will be able to make it to a live bellydance performance within the parameters of our 
semester, for the purposes of this assignment, online performances selected and provided by your 
teacher will be sufficient. 

 
Due Date: 
Wednesday January 11th  either handed in to me in class or via email to kchambers@howardcc.edu 
by 11:59pm. 
 
Assignment: 

In at least 400 words, compare, contrast, or simply critique TWO bellydance performers or 
performances of differing styles. One should be Cabaret and one should be Tribal; it is not necessary 
to view a pure American Tribal Fusion performance, Classical Egyptian, etc. This assignment can be 
fulfilled simply by observing movement vocabulary learned in class, identifying which style appeals 
to you more and why, or simply laying out all the differences (from costume to ambiance) of each 
performer/performance. You may include your reflections, be they positive or negative regarding 
bellydance and what you have learned in the class. 

You may choose your own performances via YouTube, etc. or use those provided on your 
class webpage: http://www.kateri.name/hccbbfall2011.html 
 

Academic Honesty: 
 “Academic Honesty means the use of one’s own thoughts and materials in the writing of papers, 
taking of tests, and other classroom related activities. Any student intentionally aiding another student in any 
infraction of the Academic Honesty Policy is considered equally guilty. Students are expected to give full 
credit for the borrowing of other’s words or ideas. Intentional or unintentional use of another’s words or 
ideas without acknowledging this use constitutes plagiarism” (HCC Student Handbook Policies and 
Procedures) 

 

	  


